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/

. by ummeegge » January 9th, 2016, 7:45 pm

Hi all,
since i´ve compiled an Ossec for IPFire version, i wanted to introduce it also in the english section. Ossec is a OpenSource Hostbased
Intrusion Detection System (HIDS) . It provides log analysis, integrity checking, rootkit detection, time-based alerting, and a active
response. In my opinion, it is also relatively uncomplicated to configure.
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ummeegge
Community Developer
Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

Some links for further informations:
--> https://ossec.github.io/index.html
--> https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OSSEC .
I wrote a little in- uninstaller for it. This installer includes the original Ossec installer but sets also the symlinks for the runlevels. Ossec
itself serves the initscript, the whole installation should be placed under /var/ossec which the installer also suggests, but also an Ossec
group /etc/group and some new users will be set under /etc/passwd cause Ossec reduces also the privileges.
The uninstaller deletes all that and should bring the old system state back.
11.02.2018
EDIT: Current development state is:
There is meanwhile a admin script which handles 3 other scripts with the following scopes.
1) Above mentioned OSSEC in- uninstaller,
2) Wazuh --> https://wazuh.com/ in- uninstaller as a alternative for OSSEC.
3) OSSECs webinterface can also be installed via script (DEPRECATED and will be dropped with Core 118 except there is a alternative
PHP installation available),
3) Alternative Email alert installation via sendEmail, which provides mail encryption via GPG, TLS and SMTP-Auth so regular email
providers can be used.
All (including description) can be found in here --> https://gitlab.com/ummeegge/ossec-wazuh/tree/master .
If someone is interessted, feel free to use/test it. Feedback might be nice.
Please use testing system for this:
Script can be downloaded and executed via this commands:
CODE: SELECT ALL

cd /tmp &&
curl -O https://gitlab.com/ummeegge/ossec-wazuh/raw/master/ossec-wazuh-admin.sh &&
chmod +x ossec-wazuh-admin.sh &&
./ossec-wazuh-admin.sh

The manage_agents.sh do works only if you chose agent installation (the installer provides also server and local but manage_agents.sh
works only in agent mode), this can be seen in a turn around cause a server installation do not provide the agent mode in
manage_agents.sh .
If you want to install it manually, the IPFire package can be found for OSSEC in here -->
http://people.ipfire.org/~ummeegge/Ossec_for_IPFire/ and for Wazuh in here --> https://people.ipfire.org/~ummeegge/wazuh/ .
What is now my intention for this post ? I wanted to find a good configuration and/or operating mode for Ossec or Wazuh on IPFire and
was in hope to get a good discussion (may solutions) with the community in here.
Greetings,
UE
EDIT(s):
- Installer has been updated for server and agent cause the binary install for agents needed extra compiled packaged with "make
setagent" option. Added also minimal configuration for agent and server. Fixed also installation path in install.sh so that /var/ossec will
be used.
- Added 64 bit version.
09.02.2018
- With Core 118 PHP will be dropped so OSSECs Wi won´t work. WI installer checks if no PHP is avialable it won´t be installed. WI
uninstaller works nevertheless.
11.04.2018
- Wazuh --> https://wazuh.com/ can now also be tested in server, agent or local mode for 32 and 64 bit machines.
20.08.2018
- Transfered project to Gitlab.
27.08.2018
- Update Ossec to version 3.0.0 and Wazuh to version 3.5.0 --> viewtopic.php?f=50&t=15597&start=15#p118425 .
22.12.2018
Update to OSSEC 3.1.0 and Wazuh 3.7.2 . 32bit versions are no longer supported but OSSEC installation do provides now ARM platform
--> viewtopic.php?f=50&t=15597&p=121253#p121253 .

-

Re: Ossec for IPFire

/

. by Hellfire » January 9th, 2016, 9:39 pm

Hellfire
Posts: 697
Joined: November 8th, 2015, 8:54 am

UE,
So how does it compare to the built-in IDS? Is it an additional level of security or a replacement?
Michael

-

Re: Ossec for IPFire

/

. by ummeegge » January 10th, 2016, 11:35 am

Hi Michael,
the first one. Ossec operates in a additional level since it analyses also (not only) the Snort logs and delivers a so called active response
(temporarily firewall drops) for events/signatures. The default values (without further configuration) are in my opinion in a pretty longrange but are also relatively easy to extend (XML file format). You can see Ossec in this section a little like Guardian but it processes
also other logs per default (with automatic detection while installation).
Beneath that, it is not only a IPS. In conjunction with Snort it could be a IDIPS but also like e.g. tripwire was, it also checks for file
integrity and searches for rootkits, to name a view other possibilities.

ummeegge
Community Developer
Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

Even if the sound are pretty poor, this lecture --> http://www.securitytube.net/video/5156 might be interresting for your question.
UE

-

Re: Ossec for IPFire

/

. by Roberto Peña » January 10th, 2016, 7:53 pm

Good afternoon.
I find it very interesting.
I've installed it on a machine and apparently the ossec service is running. I have installed Server mode. Now you need to install agents
on the equipment and see how it works.

Roberto Peña
Posts: 761
Joined: July 16th, 2014, 3:56 pm
Location: Bilbao (España)

I did not see a menu on the console. Do you have ?, because I do not know where to get the "Authentication key".

Contact:

0

Does it appear somewhere computers that are managed ?.
Regards.

╔════════════════════════════════════════════════╗
║ Donate to improve IPFire: https://www.ipfire.org/donate ║
╚════════════════════════════════════════════════╝
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Re: Ossec for IPFire

/

. by ummeegge » January 11th, 2016, 11:12 am

Hi Roberto,
needed to compile a second version where "make setagent" was also executed, have uploaded both versions server (which includes also
local installation) and an agent version. Even if the agent version of the Ossec installer provides also server and local installation, the
Ossec binaries are optimized for an agent installation and can therefor not serve server abilities.

ummeegge
Community Developer
Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

Have updated the installer script above and have added also a minimal configuration section to it where you can configure the agents
but also the server. Have fixed also the installation path to /var/ossec .
Fast howto also for manual configuration:
All Ossec binaries are located under /var/ossec/bin the configuration section from the installer uses the 'manage_agents' binary which
can also be executed manually with a
CODE: SELECT ALL

/var/ossec/bin/manage_agents

or if you are in the directory with a
CODE: SELECT ALL

./manage_agents

In server environment the following procedure happens.
Add an agent on a server system:
CODE: SELECT ALL

/var/ossec/bin/manage_agents
****************************************
* OSSEC HIDS v2.8.3 Agent manager.
*
* The following options are available: *
****************************************
(A)dd an agent (A).
(E)xtract key for an agent (E).
(L)ist already added agents (L).
(R)emove an agent (R).
(Q)uit.
Choose your action: A,E,L,R or Q: A
- Adding a new agent (use '\q' to return to the main menu).

Extract an key which needs then to be imported to the client. ATTENTION take care that the key will be copied/paste in one line,
cause a line break can make the key useless.
CODE: SELECT ALL

****************************************
* OSSEC HIDS v2.8.3 Agent manager.
*
* The following options are available: *
****************************************
(A)dd an agent (A).
(E)xtract key for an agent (E).
(L)ist already added agents (L).
(R)emove an agent (R).
(Q)uit.
Choose your action: A,E,L,R or Q: E
Available agents:
ID: 001, Name: Welcometomachine, IP: 192.168.123.234
Provide the ID of the agent to extract the key (or '\q' to quit): 001

You need to copy the key and transfer it to the agent machine.

Handling on agent machine:
Execute the manage_agents and import the key.
CODE: SELECT ALL

****************************************
* OSSEC HIDS v2.8.3 Agent manager.
*
* The following options are available: *
****************************************
(I)mport key from the server (I).
(Q)uit.
Choose your action: I or Q: I
* Provide the Key generated by the server.
* The best approach is to cut and paste it.
*** OBS: Do not include spaces or new lines.

Paste it here (or '\q' to quit):MDAxIFdlbGNvbVV0b21hY2hpbmUgMTkyLjE2OC4xMjMuMjN0IGFmOTI2ZTEwNDkyZTlkM4VhZDA3MDVjNDRhNzdlNTJlMDBlM2ViNDE0ZDI0MDRmMDJkNDM2YWZjMTBjMDc2Zj

Thats it. You need to restart Ossec then on both sides and after a little while you should find the agent registration in ossec.log
(findable under /var/ossec/logs ).
Greetings,
UE

-

Re: Ossec´s email alert with SMTP auth and GPG encryption

/

. by ummeegge » May 17th, 2016, 2:52 pm

Hi all,
since we found in the german section a preliminary solution for using also regular Email providers where mostly SMTP auth is required,
but also a possibility to encrypt the email alerts from Ossec via GPG i wanted to provide this also to the english section.

ummeegge
Community Developer
Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

The idea is:
1) To PIPE the alert log into a new user_realtime log which we can activate with the following command:
CODE: SELECT ALL

# Realtime log for Ossec e-mail alert
tail -F /var/ossec/logs/alerts/alerts.log |\
while read line; do echo $(date +%b" "%d" "%H:%M:%S ) "$line"; done \
> /var/ossec/logs/alerts/custom_dated_alert.log &

this command can be placed under /etc/sysconfig/rc.local . All commands in this file will be executed while a system start. After this
command has been executed, it opens up a new real time log under /var/ossec/logs/alerts/ called "custom_dated_alert.log" but it also
writes the actual time in every line.
2) The second script will be executed via fcron in defined time cycles, i use currently one minute so i have placed it under /etc/fcronminutely but it should also be possible to execute it directly in the main table with a
CODE: SELECT ALL

fcrontab -e

and with every desired time cycle.
The script searches for alert levels above a defined value (default is from 6 to 16) and if it finds something above >= 6 it will copy a
logportion of it, encrypts it via GPG and fires an alert to the individual defined email account.
Needed Prerequisites:
sendEmail --> http://wiki.ipfire.org/en/optimization/ ... mail/start
and a GPG public key. Installation instructions can be found in here --> http://wiki.ipfire.org/en/optimization/ ... /gpg/start .
The script:
CODE: SELECT ALL

#!/bin/bash #
# Script searches for OSSEC alerts above a defined level (default from 6-16).
# If something appears, an encrypted alert mail will be send.
#
# $author: ummeegge ipfire org ; $date:2016.21.03
#############################################################################
#
# Home needs to be set for GPG public key
export HOME=/root
## Locations

this script section is for your individual email data but also for the GPG public key ID -->
CODE: SELECT ALL

# ----- Please configure here your specific Email data ----MAILPASS="StrengstGeheimesKennwort";
MAILADDRESS="example@web.de";
MAILNAME="example";
SMTPADDRESS="smtp.web.de:587";
MESSAGE="From $(date)";
SUBJECT="From $(date) OA message";
PUBKEYID="2F033721";
# ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Don´t forget to make the script executable with a
CODE: SELECT ALL

chmod +x {scriptname}

You can modify also the alert spectrum by editing the following grep command
CODE: SELECT ALL

grep -E -B2 -A3 '\(level [6-9]|1[0-6]\)'

"[6-9]" is 6 to 9 and "1[0-6]" is 10 to 16.
An Ossec alert mail can looks similar to this one:
CODE: SELECT ALL

From Tue Mar 22 19:20:01 CET 2016
ossec_alert.txt.asc
Mar 22
Mar 22
Mar 22
Mar 22
Mar 22
Mar 22
-- Mar

19:19:33 ** Alert 1458670773.88418: mail - syslog,sshd,authentication_failed,
19:19:33 2016 Mar 22 19:19:33 ipfire->/var/log/messages
19:19:33 Rule: 5716 (level 12) -> 'SSHD authentication failed.'
19:19:33 Src IP: 192.168.7.2
19:19:33 User: root
19:19:33 Mar 22 19:19:32 ipfire sshd[5756]: Failed password for root from 192.168.7.2 port 62426 ssh2
22 19:19:33 ** Alert 1458670773.89002: mail - syslog,sshd,authentication_failed, Mar 22 19:19:33 2016 Mar 22 19:19:33 ipfire->/var/log/messages Mar 22 19:19:33

which do not supersede an own look throught the logs but gives contemporary messages.
An example for an fcrontab entry can look like this whereby the script was called ossec_alert.sh and was placed under /usr/bin:
CODE: SELECT ALL

*/5 * * * *

/bin/bash /usr/bin/ossec_alert.sh > /dev/null 2>&1

You can give it also a test try if you modify e.g. the /var/ossec/rules/sshd_rules.xml so that a failed SSH authentication delivers an alert
level 12 with a:
CODE: SELECT ALL

<rule id="5716" level="12">
<if_sid>5700</if_sid>
<match>^Failed|^error: PAM: Authentication</match>
<description>SSHD authentication failed.</description>
<group>authentication_failed,</group>
</rule>

I set the following permissions for the alert log (calls in this example 'custom_dated_alert.log') and also the Email alert script (called in
this exampel ossec_alert.sh).
CODE: SELECT ALL

chown nobody:nobody /etc/fcron.minutely/ossec_alert.sh
chown ossec:nobody /var/ossec/logs/alerts/custom_dated_alert.log

Ossec´s internal mail system has been deactivated.
May there are some other/better ideas

? Feel free to express them. Hope i haven´t forgot something.

Greetings,
UE
EDIT: Deleted tail command check

-

Re: Ossec for IPFire

/

. by Slydder » March 28th, 2017, 7:34 am

Slydder
Posts: 1
Joined: March 28th, 2017, 7:24 am

Hey all,
Just as a warning/notice to people wanting to use this solution (which I do advise). The install package made available is a 32-bit static
build of OSSEC. This is not a bad thing, it just cannot be used on a fresh 64-bit install of IPFire.
Am currently working on a 64-bit static package for agent installs ( I am integrating our IPFire HA cluster into our Siemonster SIEM for a
single point of active response management) for testing purposes.
Chuck
P.S. How did you build statically? LDFLAGS option in the makefile or is there an undocumented option that I am not finding looking
through the source?

-

Re: Ossec for IPFire

/

. by fkienker » March 28th, 2017, 5:00 pm

I've been watching this thread with interest for some time now. This being a 32 bit app has been a "non-starter" unfortunately and time
does not permit me to do the 64 bit conversion. Glad to see someone else has taken this on and look forward to the results.

fkienker
Posts: 126
Joined: March 3rd, 2011, 4:59 pm

Fred

-

Re: Ossec for IPFire

/

. by ummeegge » March 29th, 2017, 9:06 am

Hi,

ummeegge
Community Developer
Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

/

Slydder wrote:

P.S. How did you build statically? LDFLAGS option in the makefile or is there an undocumented option that I am not finding looking through
the source?

The preloadvars.conf was responsible for this, i went this way for an agent binary -->
CODE: SELECT ALL

cd /src
make setagent
make all
make build
cd ../..
echo "USER_BINARYINSTALL=\"y\"" >> ossec-hids*/etc/preloaded-vars.conf

UE

-

Re: Ossec for IPFire

/

. by ummeegge » April 4th, 2017, 10:00 am

Hi all,

/

ummeegge
Community Developer
Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

Slydder wrote:

This is not a bad thing, it just cannot be used on a fresh 64-bit install of IPFire.

this has been fixed now. Have supplemented a 64 bit version for agent and server (local) installation. The installer -->
viewtopic.php?f=50&t=15597&p=93670#p93670 should investigate now the appropriate platform automatically.
In here --> http://people.ipfire.org/~ummeegge/Ossec_for_IPFire/ , the used packages can also be found.

Commands for installation:
CODE: SELECT ALL

cd /tmp &&
curl -O https://gitlab.com/ummeegge/ossec-wazuh/raw/master/ossec-wazuh-admin.sh &&
chmod +x ossec_installer.sh &&
./ossec_installer.sh

Testings, feedback and/or enhancements might be nice...
Greetings,
UE
EDIT: Changed URL from Github to Gitlab

-

Re: Ossec for IPFire

/

. by fkienker » April 14th, 2017, 6:45 pm

fkienker
Posts: 126
Joined: March 3rd, 2011, 4:59 pm

Just saw that you have now added x64 packages! Have downloaded them and will try to install and test shortly. Will report back any
news, good or bad.
Thanks in advance for all of you hard work!
Fred

-

Re: Ossec for IPFire

/

. by Roberto Peña » May 12th, 2017, 9:48 am

Good Morning.
I still miss some LOGs in the IPFire Console or something where something appears of this addon.
Apart from this, I do not get any warning emails, giving me this error:

Roberto Peña

CODE: SELECT ALL

2017/05/12
2017/05/12
2017/05/12
2017/05/12
2017/05/12
2017/05/12

11:41:25
11:41:25
11:41:40
11:41:40
11:41:55
11:41:55

os_sendmail(1764):
ossec-maild(1223):
os_sendmail(1764):
ossec-maild(1223):
os_sendmail(1764):
ossec-maild(1223):

Posts: 761
Joined: July 16th, 2014, 3:56 pm
Location: Bilbao (España)

WARN: Mail from not accepted by server
ERROR: Error Sending email to 81.169.145.132 (smtp server)
WARN: Mail from not accepted by server
ERROR: Error Sending email to 81.169.145.132 (smtp server)
WARN: Mail from not accepted by server
ERROR: Error Sending email to 81.169.145.132 (smtp server)

Contact:

0

The problem is that it asks you for an email address to send the events and an SMTP from a Server, but nowhere asks you for any
connection data and therefore, the SMTP Server rejects the mail.
Do not use the data provided in "System -> Mail Service" ?.
If not, what is the Mail Service worth?
Greetings.

╔════════════════════════════════════════════════╗
║ Donate to improve IPFire: https://www.ipfire.org/donate ║
╚════════════════════════════════════════════════╝
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Re: Ossec for IPFire

/

. by ummeegge » May 12th, 2017, 10:03 am

Hi Roberto,

/

ummeegge
Community Developer
Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

Roberto Peña wrote:

I still miss some LOGs in the IPFire Console or something where something appears of this addon.

Since OSSEC uses an chroot environment you need to take a look into /var/ossec/logs .

/

Roberto Peña wrote:

Apart from this, I do not get any warning emails, giving me this error:
CODE: SELECT ALL

2017/05/12
2017/05/12
2017/05/12
2017/05/12
2017/05/12
2017/05/12

11:41:25
11:41:25
11:41:40
11:41:40
11:41:55
11:41:55

os_sendmail(1764):
ossec-maild(1223):
os_sendmail(1764):
ossec-maild(1223):
os_sendmail(1764):
ossec-maild(1223):

WARN: Mail from not accepted by server
ERROR: Error Sending email to 81.169.145.132 (smtp server)
WARN: Mail from not accepted by server
ERROR: Error Sending email to 81.169.145.132 (smtp server)
WARN: Mail from not accepted by server
ERROR: Error Sending email to 81.169.145.132 (smtp server)

The problem is that it asks you for an email address to send the events and an SMTP from a Server, but nowhere asks you for any
connection data and therefore, the SMTP Server rejects the mail.

OSSEC´s internal mail system lacks with support for SMTP authentication but there is also no encryption for email alerts available. This
was also a reason why i did this post here cause i tried to solve this.
In here --> https://forum.ipfire.org/viewtopic.php?p=107349#p98098 you can find the description with a little howto.
There is also a WI available --> https://github.com/ossec/ossec-wui/releases if you are interested, say something.
Greetings,
UE

-

Re: Ossec for IPFire

/

. by Roberto Peña » May 12th, 2017, 10:14 am

Thank you ummeegge for the quick response.
I already saw this, but it seems a bit complicated. The "nice", would be to put in the file ossec.conf as the send address (<smtp_server>
127.0.0.1 </ smtp_server>) the localhost of the IPFire and that the Mail Service Service will take care of sending it.
Unfortunately, it is an idea that maybe can not be done and the penalty is not that, is that I do not know how to program the code to
prove it ...
Thanks for everything.

Roberto Peña
Posts: 761
Joined: July 16th, 2014, 3:56 pm
Location: Bilbao (España)
Contact:

0

╔════════════════════════════════════════════════╗
║ Donate to improve IPFire: https://www.ipfire.org/donate ║
╚════════════════════════════════════════════════╝
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Re: Ossec for IPFire

/

. by ummeegge » May 12th, 2017, 11:08 am

Your welcome,

/

ummeegge
Community Developer
Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

Roberto Peña wrote:

The "nice", would be to put in the file ossec.conf as the send address (<smtp_server> 127.0.0.1 </ smtp_server>) the localhost of the IPFire
and that the Mail Service Service will take care of sending it.

you can find a lot of examples in the net for configurations like this, one example is e.g. here -->
http://ossec-docs.readthedocs.io/en/lat ... lerts.html . But let me say the following:
1) You will need an own MTA for this. IPFire serves one as Addon called Postfix but i think you will get there lots more configuration like
in the above explained thing with sendEmail and of course more resources are needed for the system to name only a few
disadvantages.
2) Your email alerts won´t be encrypted which means MITM can read what´s happen on your firewall and for sure there is also a copy
for your public mail provider with that infos which is very suboptimal in my opinion.
I think the OSSEC developers made this feature with that configuration possibilities for companies which do have an own mail server
locally.

/

Roberto Peña wrote:

I already saw this, but it seems a bit complicated.

Mmhh what can i do for you
... OK
- May you can say me where it is di!cult for you.... or
- i can try to write a script which give you a little help to integrate the above explained email solution with SMTP auth, GPG encryption
and TLS transfer ? Don´t know if this is an idea even if, i will need a little time for this (first one is better ;-).
OSSECs WI:
Might be also an idea cause it is good sorted and gives a good overview in my opinion.
Example:
Main page:

Search page:

Integrity page:

Stats page:

An installer for IPFire is already available, if there is interest just say something.
Greetings,
UE
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1

0 by Roberto Peña » May 13th, 2017, 7:50 am

Good morning ummeegge.
You say there is a console to see the logs?. I would like to try it. It would be great.
How is it installed ?. Have you developed any installation packages?

Roberto Peña

It would also be great that from the IPFire GUI itself there would be a call to open that console. For example, in "LOGs -> OSSec Logs".
That is, a small integration.

Posts: 761
Joined: July 16th, 2014, 3:56 pm
Location: Bilbao (España)
Contact:

/

One think. For Agent installations on a non-English Windows computer, a user group called "Administrators" must be created and the
Administrator User and Team User must be added in this group. In this way, it will install without problems.
Thanks.

╔════════════════════════════════════════════════╗
║ Donate to improve IPFire: https://www.ipfire.org/donate ║
╚════════════════════════════════════════════════╝

.

Re: Ossec for IPFire

1

0 by ummeegge » May 13th, 2017, 6:52 pm

Hi Roberto,

1

ummeegge
Community Developer
Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

Roberto Peña wrote:

You say there is a console to see the logs?. I would like to try it. It would be great.

there are di!erent logs available in my case
CODE: SELECT ALL

-> ls -la /var/ossec/logs/
total 84
drwxr-x--- 5 ossec ossec 4096
dr-xr-x--- 13 root ossec 4096
-rw-rw---- 1 ossec ossec
0
drwxr-x--- 3 ossec ossec 4096
drwxr-x--- 3 ossec ossec 4096
drwxr-x--- 3 ossec ossec 4096
-rw-rw---- 1 ossec ossec 57684

May
May
May
May
May
May
May

5
5
5
13
13
13
13

17:58
17:58
17:58
00:00
00:00
00:00
13:59

.
..
active-responses.log
alerts
archives
firewall
ossec.log

whereby the interesting one might be for the first the alert log. Over console/ssh you can use a simple
CODE: SELECT ALL

cat /var/ossec/logs/alerts/alerts.log

. Since OSSEC uses alert levels (0-16 --> you can find a level description in here -->
http://ossec-docs.readthedocs.io/en/lat ... evels.html ) you can surely grep for specific levels e.g. from 5-16
CODE: SELECT ALL

grep -E -B2 -A3 '\(level [5-9]|1[0-6]\)' /var/ossec/logs/alerts/alerts.log

but this can also be done over the WI by clicking it to what you want to see.

1

Roberto Peña wrote:

One think. For Agent installations on a non-English Windows computer, a user group called "Administrators" must be created and the
Administrator User and Team User must be added in this group. In this way, it will install without problems.

OSSEC is capable in a server/agent structure to collect all LAN logs (external one over OpenVPN e.g. for sure too) from di!erent OSes
(Linux, Mac, Windows, ...) and makes them manageable on a central point with an integrated, easy to extend, alert logic which is nice to
get not only for a bigger/better overview of what is happening to your machines but also to have an automatic intrusion prevention to
defend in worst cases. The defaults are e!ectiv for what i have experienced until now but modification to own specific needs is fairly
easy.
Have a nice weekend (will work on the weekend may a little on a installation helper for the email notification ;-).
Greetings,
UE

.

Re: Ossec for IPFire

1

0 by ummeegge » May 17th, 2017, 2:45 pm

Needed a little longer but you can find in here --> https://gitlab.com/ummeegge/ossec-wazuh ... l_setup.sh an email setup assistent.
Have tested it a little and as far as i can see it works. Instructions howto use it are included.
As mentioned before TESTING SYSTEMS SHOULD BE USED for this.
To start it

ummeegge
Community Developer
Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

CODE: SELECT ALL

cd /tmp &&
curl -O https://gitlab.com/ummeegge/ossec-wazuh/raw/master/ossec/ossec_email_setup.sh &&
chmod +x ossec_email_setup.sh &&
./ossec_email_setup.sh

should open the dialog.
Greetings,
UE
EDIT: Transfered project to Gitlab so URL has been changed.

.

Re: Ossec for IPFire

1

0 by 5p9 » August 31st, 2017, 5:07 pm

Hi UE,

5p9
Mentor
Posts: 1865
Joined: May 1st, 2011, 3:27 pm

i run your ossec...realy nice. see in german https://forum.ipfire.org/viewtopic.php? ... 47#p110447
Mail Gateway: mail proxy

.

Re: Ossec for IPFire

1

0 by ummeegge » February 8th, 2018, 6:20 pm

Hi all,
PHP will be dropped with Core 118 --> https://planet.ipfire.org/post/ipfire-2 ... or-testing so OSSECs WI will be useless if no
additional PHP package is available (surely findable somewhere in the shoals of the forum).

ummeegge
Community Developer
Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

For a manual cleanup you can execute the following commands:
CODE: SELECT ALL

rm -rvf \
/srv/web/ossec \
/etc/httpd/conf/vhosts.d/ossec.conf \
/etc/logrotate.d/ossec \
/var/log/httpd/ossec-*.log &&
/etc/init.d/apache restart

OSSEC will nevertheless works then before...
Not sure if anyone needs this info, but i wanted to announce it. Will adjust the scripts if no other ideas are arround...
Greetings,
UE

.

Re: Ossec for IPFire

1

0 by Drexbengel48 » February 9th, 2018, 4:01 am

Drexbengel48
Posts: 6
Joined: June 12th, 2017, 4:50 am
Location: Berlin

Hi ummegge,
THX4Info!
Greetings
Drexbengel48

.

Re: Ossec for IPFire

1

0 by ummeegge » February 11th, 2018, 6:22 pm

Hi all,
have added Wazuh --> https://wazuh.com/ (also available for 32 and 64 bit machines) as another possibility instead of OSSEC to the
admin.sh since it is a fork of OSSEC but delivers also a nice implementation possibility for another visualization via the ELK-Stack i
thought it might be a nice substitute for the lost OSSEC WI ?
e.g.:

ummeegge
Community Developer
Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

which needs surely more work/resources under the hood as the OSSEC WI did. In here -->
https://documentation.wazuh.com/current ... index.html more information can be found.
Wazuh do provides also a lot other stu! but is also not that far away from the may already known OSSEC. <-- A look over (better a
deep dive) into this topic might be nice.
Have also deleted the OSSEC WI in(un)staller option in admin.sh cause Core 118 do not supports PHP anymore. Should it be
nevertheless of interest, old un- installer can be found in here --> https://github.com/ummeegge/ossec-wazuh ... staller.sh .
Start topic has been updated --> viewtopic.php?f=50&t=15597#p93670 incl. install howto .
Greetings,
UE

.

Re: Ossec for IPFire

1

0 by mike15 » April 9th, 2018, 5:49 pm

Hi i could ask you for help with the installation of OSSEC or Wazuh, I tried to read the other pages but I did not understand if you can
still have one of them.

mike15
Posts: 15
Joined: April 4th, 2018, 1:21 pm

.

Re: Ossec for IPFire

1

0 by ummeegge » April 10th, 2018, 9:04 am

Hi,
you can copy/paste/execute the following commands:

ummeegge
Community Developer
Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

CODE: SELECT ALL

cd /tmp &&
curl -O https://gitlab.com/ummeegge/ossec-wazuh/raw/master/ossec-wazuh-admin.sh &&
chmod +x ossec-wazuh-admin.sh &&
./ossec-wazuh-admin.sh

this should start the installation process for Wazuh and OSSEC, the script should do the rest in user interaction. By the release of
Core120 i will provide a new version.
UE
EDIT: Changed URL to Gitlab.

.

Re: Ossec for IPFire

1

0 by mike15 » April 10th, 2018, 8:32 pm

mike15
Posts: 15
Joined: April 4th, 2018, 1:21 pm

The ipfire response to the commands was: no URL specified

.

Re: Ossec for IPFire

1

0 by ummeegge » April 11th, 2018, 3:38 am

Hi,
every line is an own command a 'curl -O' only do not work ! If you execute every line on it´s own you won´t need the '&&' at the end.
As a side note, if you are not that familiar with the command line you should think about to use OSSEC then since you will need it
further on.

ummeegge
Community Developer
Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

UE

.

Re: Ossec for IPFire

1

0 by ummeegge » April 13th, 2018, 3:27 pm

Hi all,
update to Ossec-2.9.3 and Wazuh-3.2.1 is already available (checkout starting post) but only for >= Core 120 which is currently only
in testing tree available --> https://planet.ipfire.org/post/ipfire-2 ... or-testing but should be soon regular released. If someone wants
to stay in stable tree you should wait until then, have had even some time so i did this work a little before .-)

ummeegge
Community Developer
Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

Peace and all the best to all,
UE

.

Re: Ossec for IPFire

1

0 by ummeegge » August 27th, 2018, 7:53 am

Hi all,
update to Ossec-3.0.0 --> https://www.ossec.net/blog/posts/2018-0 ... LEASE.html and Wazuh-3.5.0 -->
https://documentation.wazuh.com/3.x/rel ... 3_5_0.html has been uploaded and are available via in- uninstaller -->
viewtopic.php?f=50&t=15597#p93670 .

ummeegge
Community Developer
Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

UE

.

Re: Ossec for IPFire

1

0 by Drexbengel48 » August 28th, 2018, 2:48 am

Drexbengel48
Posts: 6
Joined: June 12th, 2017, 4:50 am
Location: Berlin

Hi ummegge,
THX4Info!
Greetings
Drexbengel48

.

Re: Ossec for IPFire

1

0 by dnl » December 17th, 2018, 10:36 am

Hi ummeegge,
It is possible for me to pull the Wazuh agent component from your installer(s) and run only that on IPFire?

dnl
Posts: 375
Joined: June 28th, 2013, 11:03 am

I like the idea of Wazuh, but running all those components (as well most IPFire features and ntopng) would use a lot of resources/power
and open a very large attack surface on a router (even if all the services are isolated from the network, I still have to trust a lot more
sources of software on my router).
Thanks!
IPFire 2.x (Latest Update) on x86_64 Intel Bay Trail CPU, 4GiB RAM, RED + GREEN + BLUE + ORANGE

.
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Re: Ossec for IPFire

0

/ by ummeegge » December 17th, 2018, 2:48 pm

Hi dnl,

0

'

1

2

3

4

(

ummeegge
Community Developer
Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

dnl wrote: ↑

December 17th, 2018, 10:36 am

It is possible for me to pull the Wazuh agent component from your installer(s) and run only that on IPFire?

An agent always needs a master so yes it is possible to install an Wazuh agent but you would need also somewhere a master (hybrid
installation is also possible).

0

dnl wrote: ↑

December 17th, 2018, 10:36 am

I like the idea of Wazuh, but running all those components (as well most IPFire features and ntopng) would use a lot of resources/power and
open a very large attack surface on a router (even if all the services are isolated from the network, I still have to trust a lot more sources of
software on my router).

Wazuh needed in my testings much more resources then OSSEC especially on master side with an ELK stack. ELK is not available from
my side for IPFire.
Both components are products which do have the focus on network but also host based security HIDS and are OpenSource so the code
is available to read for everyone. I know this might not be the best argument since you might not have the time to read through all the
lines of code to check for potential expolits or unwanted data collection but how sure are you with IPSec, SSH, OpenVPN, Squid, ... in
that manner ? In the last years i haven´t heard something about serious security problems causing OSSEC (mainly) and Wazuh (which i
currently do not use).
Another one might be that some bigger companies which probably have the resources/capabilities to research the code of projects like
this one but uses it also --> https://aws.amazon.com/de/blogs/securit ... instances/ -->
https://image.slidesharecdn.com/nebulat ... 1463033772 , Netflix, Apple and some others comes to mind -->
https://www.atomicorp.com/ossec-people- ... cast-ep-7/ gives me a kind of little better trust of functionality but also better code
reviews and further project development but who can be sure for 100% security at the internet in general ?
IPFire do provides everything which is needed to run OSSEC, there is no need to trust "a lot more sources" except OSSECs source itself.
Wazuh comes also with 3rd party extensions if wanted which might in my humble opinion interesting for big environments (policy
specific obligations) and/or interest/proficiency to handle also the big data thing (ELK Stack). <-- I think this is nice to investigate for
the interested ones how much is meanwhile possible also for the small budget but big companies should also be perfectly fine with a
good configured OSSEC installation in, again, my humble opinion.
Sorry for the long text

.

If you are interested in this topic, i would recommend to RTFM
and testing OSSEC first since it delivers also the core functionality for
Wazuh but do needs also less system resources as Wazuh and is less complex.
Best,
UE

.

Re: Ossec for IPFire

0

/ by dnl » December 20th, 2018, 8:26 am

dnl
Posts: 375
Joined: June 28th, 2013, 11:03 am

Hello ummeegge,
I'm sorry that I was not clear. You have not understood what I meant.
I'm after an agent package for Wazuh for IPFire as I intend to run a master elsewhere. Is that something you have packaged?
Also running *any* software is a risk. I have no concerns about Wazuh or the components that it is made of, I'm just saying that it's
best to run as little software as possible on a security-sensitive system like a router (especially when that software does not have to run
on the router).
Thanks again!
IPFire 2.x (Latest Update) on x86_64 Intel Bay Trail CPU, 4GiB RAM, RED + GREEN + BLUE + ORANGE

.

Re: Ossec for IPFire

0

/ by ummeegge » December 21st, 2018, 5:12 am

Hi dnl,

0

ummeegge
Community Developer
Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

dnl wrote: ↑

December 20th, 2018, 8:26 am

I'm after an agent package for Wazuh for IPFire as I intend to run a master elsewhere. Is that something you have packaged?

yes an agent package is provided.
Did an update to Wazuh 3.7.2 now but it is currently not up. I will build new versions only for 64bit, have dropped 32bit versions. If you
want to test it on a 32bit platform i would wait until you´ve donwloaded the old one. If you use 64bit i would update then to the actual
version before (OSSEC is already updated to the latest), so if you don´t mind, just inform me.
Best,
UE

.

Re: Ossec for IPFire

0

/ by dnl » December 22nd, 2018, 4:20 am

0

dnl
Posts: 375
Joined: June 28th, 2013, 11:03 am

ummeegge wrote: ↑

December 21st, 2018, 5:12 am

yes an agent package is provided.
Did an update to Wazuh 3.7.2 now but it is currently not up. I will build new versions only for 64bit, have dropped 32bit versions.

Thank you. I don't use 32bit Linux any longer.
IPFire 2.x (Latest Update) on x86_64 Intel Bay Trail CPU, 4GiB RAM, RED + GREEN + BLUE + ORANGE

.

Re: Ossec for IPFire

0

/ by ummeegge » December 22nd, 2018, 7:26 am

Update to OSSEC-3.1.0 and Wazuh-3.7.2 is up. 32bit versions are no longer supported but the OSSEC installation do provides now ARM
platforms (testings and feedback in there might be nice).

ummeegge
Community Developer
Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

Best,
UE

.

Re: Ossec for IPFire

0

/ by barczs » June 3rd, 2019, 10:28 am

Hi ummeegge,
I would try your OSSEC implementation according to your amazing job.
You wrote some times ago, that OSSEC WI could not be used anymore because of missing PHP implementation in IPFire. Nevertheless
above mentioned package contains an OSSEC WI installer as well.
In the forum I found this thread. Would this make possible installing the desired web interface? What do you think about it?
A useful hint would be great.
Thanks, Sandor

barczs
Posts: 33
Joined: February 28th, 2019, 1:10 pm

Best regards,
barczs

.

Re: Ossec for IPFire

0

/ by ummeegge » June 3rd, 2019, 2:34 pm

Hi Sandor,
and thanks for your positive feedback.

0

ummeegge
Community Developer
Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

barczs wrote: ↑

June 3rd, 2019, 10:28 am

I would try your OSSEC implementation according to your amazing job.

please use Gitlab --> https://gitlab.com/ummeegge since Github is currently only a backup and is not up-to-date whereby the inuninstaller in here --> viewtopic.php?f=50&t=15597#p93670 uses it already...

0

barczs wrote: ↑

June 3rd, 2019, 10:28 am

You wrote some times ago, that OSSEC WI could not be used anymore because of missing PHP implementation in IPFire. Nevertheless above
mentioned package contains an OSSEC WI installer as well

Yes it is still there also in case someone needs to uninstall it since the script provides both and i thought it makes sense after IPFire
dropped PHP.

0

barczs wrote: ↑

June 3rd, 2019, 10:28 am

In the forum I found this thread. Would this make possible installing the desired web interface? What do you think about it?

This was another point to leave the WI installer in since gocart provides PHP which makes it also possible to use the OSSEC WI again but
am currently not in his topic/development so am not sure how you can install only PHP since he delivers there a wraparound package, if
you are interested in this it would makes sense if you ask in this topic how you can proceed with this.

0

barczs wrote: ↑

June 3rd, 2019, 10:28 am

A useful hint would be great.

Hope above is OK for you. Have nevertheless another one ;-), OSSEC 3.3.0 is up -->
https://people.ipfire.org/~ummeegge/ossec-wazuh/ossec/ but i haven´t integrated it until now into the installer but if you install the
version from the script (3.1.0), download the 3.3.0, copy it to /tmp, unpack it with tar and execute the install.sh you can update the
installed version too.
Beneath info the WI is a kind of nice in my opinion but there is no further development since a couple of years now may because Wazuh
do provides a implementation for the ELK-Stack which is extensive e.g. --> viewtopic.php?f=4&t=4924&start=45#p110744 .
Best,
UE

.

Re: Ossec for IPFire

0

/ by barczs » June 4th, 2019, 9:01 am

Hi UM,
thanks for your quick reply. First of all I shall contact gocart concerning PHP. I do not intend installing nextcloud, redis etc., because I
have them already running on another self-managed server. In gocart´s file install.txt (should be renamed afterwards) I can recognize
only a php installer. Should he give me OK, I'll start with your Gitlab package. I´m not going to utilize Wazuh as it consumes to much
resources.
Well, I'll let you know
Cheers, Sandor

barczs
Posts: 33
Joined: February 28th, 2019, 1:10 pm

Best regards,
barczs

.

Re: Ossec for IPFire

0

/ by ummeegge » June 8th, 2019, 3:12 pm

Hi Sandor,
made a fast one with building PHP-7.3.x now which needs some fiddeling around. php_mod should be thread save, php-fpm is also
integrated (currently not needed) but it should be a kind of a minimal solution. If you want the building files, let it me know.
Tested it very fast since my garden needs also some (much more) work

ummeegge
Community Developer
Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

but the OSSEC WI shows currently the epoch time in stats

and am currently not sure why that´s happen, if you have an idea let it me know will change it then. You can nevertheless click to the
desired date which is a little strange but for the first may OK
...
You can find the package in here --> https://people.ipfire.org/~ummeegge/php/ . Uninstallation is also possible by simple execute
./uninstall.sh . The WI installer needed to be updated (di!erent PHP path in the vhost) which is already done -->
https://gitlab.com/ummeegge/ossec-wazuh ... staller.sh .
Best and a nice Pfingsten,
UE

.

Re: Ossec for IPFire

0

/ by barczs » June 8th, 2019, 5:46 pm

barczs
Posts: 33
Joined: February 28th, 2019, 1:10 pm

Hello UM,
thanks a lot for your e!orts. I'll try the new packages asap, although we have to visit some relatives tomorrow. It is great with php,
because I have not got any reply from gocart. Never mind, I shall install OSSEC especially as it has a nice web interface. I think its not a
problem with beginning datum. Anyway I'll check it and I let you know.
I wish you nice Pfingstferien as well.
Cheers, Sandor
Best regards,
barczs

.

Re: Ossec for IPFire

0

/ by ummeegge » June 10th, 2019, 10:18 am

OK, could fix stats.php for the first.

ummeegge
Community Developer
Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

Before:

Now:

Di! is:
CODE: SELECT ALL

--- /srv/web/ossec/site/stats.php.orig
+++ /srv/web/ossec/site/stats.php
@@ -29,7 +29,7 @@

2019-06-10 12:12:07.359975725 +0200
2019-06-10 11:50:42.433303294 +0200

/* Current date values */
-$curr_time = time(0);
+$curr_time = time();
$curr_day = date('d',$curr_time);
$curr_month = date('m', $curr_time);
$curr_year = date('Y', $curr_time);

and will be fixed via ossec_wi_installer.sh --> https://gitlab.com/ummeegge/ossec-wazuh ... staller.sh while installation.
Best,
UE
EDIT: Fixed also search.php --> https://gitlab.com/ummeegge/ossec-wazuh ... 3182cf463e which will also be patched via installer...

.

Re: Ossec for IPFire

0

/ by barczs » June 10th, 2019, 3:24 pm

barczs
Posts: 33
Joined: February 28th, 2019, 1:10 pm

Hi UE,
I successfully installed php. But I have problems with the package https://gitlab.com/ummeegge/ossec-wazuh/. I'm continuously
getting an error. Obviously I am too stupid for it.
I did following:
CODE: SELECT ALL

wget https://gitlab.com/ummeegge/ossec-wazuh/blob/master/ossec-wazuh-admin.sh
chmod +x ossec-wazuh-admin.sh
./install ossec-wazuh-admin.sh

What is wrong with it? Could you please give me a useful hint?
THX a lot,
cheers Sandor
Best regards,
barczs

.

Re: Ossec for IPFire

0

/ by barczs » June 10th, 2019, 4:46 pm

barczs
Posts: 33
Joined: February 28th, 2019, 1:10 pm

UPDATE
I had success, the installation worked fine.
Used following code:
CODE: SELECT ALL

cd /tmp &&
curl -O https://gitlab.com/ummeegge/ossec-wazuh/raw/master/ossec-wazuh-admin.sh &&
chmod +x ossec-wazuh-admin.sh &&
./ossec-wazuh-admin.sh
curl -O https://gitlab.com/ummeegge/ossec-wazuh/raw/master/ossec/ossec_wi_installer.sh &&
chmod +x ossec_wi_installer.sh &&
./ossec_wi_installer.sh

Still having some small trouble with the ip address and permission, but it seems to be bagatelle.
I'll let you know.
Best regards,
barczs

.

Re: Ossec for IPFire

0

/ by ummeegge » June 10th, 2019, 7:03 pm

Hi barczs,

0

ummeegge
Community Developer
Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

barczs wrote: ↑

June 10th, 2019, 4:46 pm

Still having some small trouble with the ip address and permission, but it seems to be bagatelle.
I'll let you know.

it is possibly because of the vhost configuration (IP restrictions). You can find under /etc/httpd/conf/vhosts.d/ossec.conf the Ossec WI
config which should looks like this:
CODE: SELECT ALL

Listen 9955
<VirtualHost *:9955>
SSLEngine on
SSLProtocol all -SSLv2
SSLCipherSuite ALL:!ADH:!EXPORT56:!eNULL:!SSLv2:!RC4+RSA:+HIGH:+MEDIUM
SSLCertificateFile /etc/httpd/server.crt
SSLCertificateKeyFile /etc/httpd/server.key
DocumentRoot "/srv/web/ossec"
Include /etc/httpd/conf/php*.conf
ErrorLog "/var/log/httpd/ossec-wui-error.log"
CustomLog "/var/log/httpd/ossec-wui-access.log" combined
<Directory "/srv/web/ossec">

whereby '192.168.2.2' is the machine from where you want access to the Ossec WI. You can also define a whole subnet like e.g.
'192.168.2.0/24'. If you did that, you can restart Apache with a
CODE: SELECT ALL

/etc/init.d/apache restart

that the changes takes a!ect.
Via 'https://{IPFire}:9955' you should get then access.
May this brings you as step further.
Best,
UE

.

Re: Ossec for IPFire

0

/ by barczs » June 11th, 2019, 9:03 am

barczs
Posts: 33
Joined: February 28th, 2019, 1:10 pm

Hello UE,
it works like a charm. Thank you very much for your support!
Cheers, Sandor (barczs)
Best regards,
barczs

.
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Re: Wazuh and Suricata

/

. by ummeegge » June 16th, 2019, 4:42 pm

Hi all,
uploaded current actual Wazuh-3.9.2 which can be installed/updated via installer --> viewtopic.php?f=50&t=15597#p93670 . Since
Wazuh delivers also Suricata decoders --> https://github.com/wazuh/wazuh/blob/852 ... _rules.xml i thought it might be interesting
for a fast checkout...

'

1

2

3

4

ummeegge
Community Developer
Posts: 5001
Joined: October 9th, 2010, 10:00 am

Suricata delivers with Core 133 also JSON support --> https://git.ipfire.org/?p=ipfire-2.x.gi ... c5f82ca26f which i wanted to use also
in this scenario.
Fast howto:
- Added EVE-Logging for Suricata (di! for /etc/suricata/suricata.yaml):
CODE: SELECT ALL

--- /etc/suricata/suricata.yaml.orig
2019-06-14 09:55:00.125626632 +0200
+++ /etc/suricata/suricata.yaml 2019-06-15 10:23:37.262465112 +0200
@@ -88,6 +88,24 @@
threads: no
# per thread stats
#null-values: yes # print counters that have value 0
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

- eve-log:
enabled: yes
type: file #file|syslog|unix_dgram|unix_stream
filename: eve.json.log
types:
- alert
- http:
extended: yes
# enable this for extended logging information

- Added suricata json log to Wazuh (di! /var/ossec/etc/ossec.conf):
CODE: SELECT ALL

--- /var/ossec/etc/ossec.conf.orig
2019-06-16 18:06:37.459080353 +0200
+++ /var/ossec/etc/ossec.conf
2019-06-16 18:07:44.088719389 +0200
@@ -281,6 +281,11 @@
<frequency>360</frequency>
</localfile>
+
+
+
+
+

<localfile>
<log_format>syslog</log_format>
<location>/var/log/suricata/eve.json.log</location>
</localfile>
<ruleset>
<!-- Default ruleset -->
<decoder_dir>ruleset/decoders</decoder_dir>

- Activated Suricata Scan rules for easier testing with nmap. Used emerging-scan.rules and included:
CODE: SELECT ALL

emerging-scan.rules
Hide
ET SCAN NMAP -sO
ET SCAN NMAP -sA (1)
ET SCAN NMAP -f -sF
ET SCAN NMAP -f -sV
ET SCAN ICMP PING IPTools

ET
ET
ET
ET

SCAN
SCAN
SCAN
SCAN

NMAP -sS window 2048
NMAP -sA (2)
NMAP -f -sN
NMAP -f -sX
ET SCAN Potential SSH Scan

- Test from other machine:
Command:
CODE: SELECT ALL

nmap -T4 -v -A {IP where Suricata lare listenting}

- Used sendEmail provided in here --> https://gitlab.com/ummeegge/ossec-wazuh ... l_alert.sh .
Reduced the alert level from 6-16 to 3-16 -->https://gitlab.com/ummeegge/ossec-wazuh ... ert.sh#L40 since scan alerts are valued
by Wazuh with Level 3. Email looks like this:
CODE: SELECT ALL

From Sun Jun 16 18:23:01 CEST 2019 ipfire-server.local
ossec_alert.txt.asc
** Alert 1560702124.49497: - ossec,pci_dss_10.5.2,pci_dss_10.5.5,gpg13_10.1,gdpr_II_5.1.f,gdpr_IV_35.7.d,
2019 Jun 16 18:22:04 ipfire-server->ossec-logcollector
Rule: 591 (level 3) -> 'Log file rotated.'
ossec: File rotated (inode changed): '/var/log/suricata/eve.json.log'.

** Alert 1560702136.49773: - ids,suricata,
2019 Jun 16 18:22:16 ipfire-server->/var/log/suricata/eve.json.log
Rule: 86601 (level 3) -> 'Suricata: Alert - ET SCAN Suspicious inbound to mySQL port 3306'
{"timestamp":"2019-06-16T18:22:15.107066+0200","flow_id":553013223072314,"event_type":"alert","src_ip":"192.168.123.2","src_port":61906,"dest_ip":"192.168.123.33","de
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